Accessories

Expect more from your oven!
Quality–Wood-Gas–Fired Ovens

Making it simple to use your oven
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Accessories:
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These accessories are included with every
Forno de Pizza complete oven package
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BRUSH

Constructed with brass bristles and a metal blade on the back side. This oven brush works great for pushing back the wood/ambers and
cleaning the oven’s hearth stone. Dimensions:12x4x36
FPA-14
K-

ALUMINUM PEEL

These peels are great for assisting with pizza placement in the oven, turning the pizza, and removing it from the oven. Aluminum paddle
measures 6x9 inches and overall length measures 31”, it is long enough for turning the pizzas and short enough to keep it from poking
someone’s ribs.
FPA-13
L-

WOODEN PIZZA PEEL

Using the wooden peel is ideal to place pizzas on the hot oven’s hearth. Just spread some cornmeal on the peel, place the dough on the
peel, give it a little slide test to make sure it will slide to the stone, add toppings, then slide pizza in the oven. Constructed of hard wood
and measuring 14x12x14 inches and 22 inches in length overall.
FPA-11
M-

PIZZA PLATES

Aluminum plates will serve the most delicious creations you can come up with. Heavy gage 12 inch diameter cupped plates .
FPA-12
N-

STAINLESS STEEL HEARTH UPGRADE
This is a upgrade from the black powder coated hearth and is constructed of a heavy gage stainless steel and
will endure frequent use and is an aesthetic compliment to a stainless steel kitchen.
FPA-34EI

Stainless Steel Hearth
N

The 3 piece oven:
1-Oven
2-Hearth
3-Cart

O-

NEW!! UTENSIL HOLDER
(Stainless Steel)

Custom designed to attach to Forno de Pizza’s hearth. Conveniently
place your aluminum paddle and pizza brush in the bracket safely.
Keep your utensils readily available. Constructed of heavy gage solid
brushed stainless steel and is simple to install.
FPA-34
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PDOUGH ROLLING SHEETS
Two plastic non-stick sheets makes rolling and sizing dough an easy task. You
don’t have to use flour, just use some cooking spray on each side and with a rolling pin stretch out the dough. Included are 2
sheets and instructions.
Dimension: 12” diameter
#FPA-15

DOUGH ROLLING SHEETS
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No messy flour, always round.

Countertop/cabinet cutout dimensions and requirements
Back wall

Hearth to Back wall distance requirements :
Combustible 2 inches Non-combustible 0 inches

Stainless
flange

34” deep countertop minimum

32” deep
opening

countertop

countertop

24” deep
cabinet

12” overhang to
front of cabinet

Installation requirements for cabinet application
Front elevation of cabinet
33 1/2” to 33 5/8” countertop opening
countertop

HEARTH
34” cabinet notch

1/2”h cabinet cutout

36” minimum cabinet

stainless steel flange
countertop

Oven color Chart
Color representation may be different than actual

Terra-Cotta

Tuscan

Copper-Top

Ebony

Silver

Warranty
Forno de Pizza LLC warrants that for a period of two years from the original purchase, this product will be free
of defects in material and workmanship. Forno de Pizza, at its option, will repair or replace this product or component of
the product found to be defective during the warranty period. Replacement will be made with new or remanufactured
product or component. If this product is no longer available, replacement may be made with a similar product of equal or
greater value. This is your exclusive warranty.
This warranty is valid for the original retail purchaser from the date of the initial purchase and is not transferable.
Keep the original sales receipt. Proof of purchase is required to obtain warranty performance. Forno de Pizza LLC dealers, service centers, or retail stores selling Forno de Pizza LLC do not have the right to alter, modify or in any way may
change the terms and conditions of this warranty. This warranty does not cover normal wear on parts or damage resulting from any of the following: negligent use or misuse of the product, improper handling, use on improper voltage or
current, use contrary to the operating instructions, improper disassembly, repair or alteration by anyone other than Forno
de Pizza LLC or an authorized service center. Further, the warranty does not cover the improper use of gas and subsequent explosion or poisoning due to gas exposure, Acts of God, such as fire, flood, hurricanes, and tornadoes. Forno de
Pizza’s two year warranty only applies for the oven in residential use.
If extreme temperature fluctuation occurs Forno de Pizza LLC cannot warranty improper heating of the refractory material, thus, cracks in the refractory material larger than one sixteenth of an inch. If cracks become larger than one
eight of an inch please contact Forno de Pizza LLC for repairing instructions or servicing. Please contact Forno de Pizza
LLC if you don’t understand your warranty or the instructions on how to use the oven.

FORNO DE PIZZA LLC SHAL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES CAUSED BY THE BREACH OF ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTY OR CONDITIONS. SOME STATES, PROVINCES OR JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR THE LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL
DAMAGES, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT PROHIBITED BY THE APPLICABLE LAW, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE IS LIMITED
IN DURATION TO THE DURATION OF THE ABOVE WARRANTY OR CONDITIONS. SOME
STATES, PROVINCES OR JURISDITIONS DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG
AN APPLIED WARRANTYLASTS, SO THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NO APPLY TO
YOU. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you may also have other rights that vary
from state to state or province to province.
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OUTDOOR COVER FOR BUILT-IN OVEN

This outdoor cover will keep your Villa Series oven protected from the elements; making it
impervious to rain, snow, sand, and wind. Specially designed and constructed with strong
built-in magnets to keep it from flying away. It comes in the color black with a leather branded Forno de Pizza logo in the front to easily distinguish placement .
#FPA-07
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OUTDOOR COVER FOR BUILT-IN OVENS

OUTDOOR COVER FOR PORTABLE OVENS

This outdoor cover will keep your oven protected from the elements; making it
impermeable to rain, snow, sand, and wind. Specially designed and constructed
to fit all of our portable models. It comes in the color black with a leather branded Forno de Pizza logo to easily distinguish the front of the oven.
#FPA-06

OUTDOOR COVER FOR PORTABLE OVENS
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INFRARED THERMOMETER

This is a must have tool and the best way to know how
hot your oven is. Just squeeze the trigger and aim the
laser pointer. A wide temperature range measures 26° F to 986°F. Back-lite display for operating at night or in low light areas. 12:1 distance to target
ratio. Auto power off and Low battery indication. Ships with 9V battery.
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#FPA-16

D-

INFRARED THERMOMETER

INSULATING COVER

This cover silica/carbon fiber cover can be used while the oven is in operation. Specially
designed by Forno de Pizza, this insulating cover will protect the oven’s integrity in temperatures below 40 degrees. And, the oven will retain more heat and consume less fuel
when in use. This is also a must if you wish to have a safe-to-touch oven.
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#FPA-08
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INSULATING COVER

GRILL RACK

This grill rack gives you a variety of options for grilling. Steaks, chickens, brats, vegetables...the possibilities are endless. Constructed of heavy duty cast
iron it will retain and conduct the heat to your
food. The 14x14x4 inch design allows it to fit inside
the Forno de Pizza’s oven with enough room for a
drip pan on the bottom and flipping of food.
#FPA-04
CAST IRON GRILL RACK

F- DOOR WITH DAMPER (Black)

F

Custom designed to fit Forno de Pizza’s oven opening. It has a knob on
the outside that controls the integrated damper in the inside of the
door as the smoke leaves the laser cutout logo . Constructed of heavy
duty steel with a wooden handle and black high temp powder coated
paint and a thermometer lets you read internal oven temperatures for
smoking, and baking.
FPA-28D
DOOR WITH DAMPER and THERMOMETER

F
G- DOOR WITH DAMPER
(Stainless Steel)
Custom designed to fit Forno de Pizza’s oven opening. It has a knob on
the outside that controls the integrated damper in the inside of the door
as the smoke leaves the laser cutout logo . Constructed of heavy gage
solid brushed stainless steel with a wooden handle. The thermometer
lets you read internal oven temperatures for smoking, and baking.
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STAINLESS DOOR WITH DAMPER and THERMOMETER
FPA-29D

H- NEW!! DOOR VENT
(Black or Stainless Steel)
Custom designed to fit Forno de
Pizza’s oven opening to allow
H
door usage while gas is being
used. This enables baking of
anything you desire. If you wish
to use the oven as a smoker,
just turn off gas, remove the
door vent, and place door in opening. Constructed of heavy gage
solid stainless steel.
DOOR VENT BLACK OR STAINLESS STEEL

H

FPA-33B(BLACK) OR FPA-33S (STAINLESS)

I-

STAINLESS STEEL FLANGE

The flange makes built-in installation simple. Fasten flange into the opening and you’re ready to install the hearth and the oven. Opening necessary is 32”deep x 33 ½”wide. Non-combustible solid surface counter is required.
FPA-10

I

(check with Forno de Pizza for installation requirements)
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